FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
26 North Yachts Appointed as
Official Uniesse Dealership

Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (June 29, 2020)- Boutique South Florida yacht
brokerage, 26 North Yachts, has been selected as the Eastern Florida
dealership for Italian-crafted Uniesse Yachts. The appointment includes the
East Coast of Florida territory from Fort Lauderdale to Jacksonville.
The new partnership will focus on delivering Uniesse's new Exuma line to
the North American market. The Exuma line evolved from the company's
proven Open Series hull, which was originally designed by famed yacht
designer Fred Hudson.

At just under 55 feet, the Exuma offers a wide range of options and
compelling configurations for the discerning owner. The Exuma series
includes ample and luxuriously appointed living spaces and complete
fishing and diving capabilities delivering a vessel that can be appreciated
by the most experienced yachting families.
"We believe the Exuma line from Uniesse checks all of the boxes on many
buyers' wish lists. The top-quality finishes Italian brands are known for
combined with their new larger interiors, along with fishing and diving
capabilities, it's the perfect boat for both the experienced yacht owner, and
their family to enjoy," said Mike Carlson, co-owner of 26 North Yachts.
The Exuma line features four different models, all hand-built in Italy to the
highest marine manufacturing standards and features layouts with multiple
staterooms and a full range of options which equip the boat for long trips
away from home. Each Uniesse Exuma can be built to fit any owner's
needs. The first vessel in the line is being delivered to South Florida, with
several more currently in-build.
"The Exuma line from Uniesse is designed with unsurpassed luxurious
accommodations, ample living spaces, and high-performance that provides
superior course handling while underway in all sea conditions" said David
Schwedel, Executive Director of Uniesse. "The versatility of the yacht
combined with the craftsmanship put into every last detail, along with our
exemplary construction make it the ultimate yacht within her range."

PHOTO ATTACHMENTS: Uniesse Exuma HTF 5 exterior, Uniesse Exuma
Line, Uniesse Exuma SF5 Interior
About Uniesse
Uniesse was founded nearly 30 years ago. The company's vision of
luxurious design, Italian craftsmanship, and advanced engineering still
endure in each yacht we build today. Uniesse yachts are highly regarded
the world over for their smooth, fuel efficient ride, as well as their
uncompromising Italian craftsmanship. Building yachts 50'-120' to a whole
new standard of excellence. For more information: www.uniesse.com
About 26 North Yachts
26 North Yachts represents the finest private motor yachts available
worldwide. Based in the yachting capital of the world, Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., 26 North Yachts extends its service across the oceans. 26 North
Yachts' commitment to excellence is found in their ability to communicate
and provide instant information as expected in today's market. Their
advanced marketing techniques and extensive database differentiates
them from other brokerage houses in the industry, resulting in a successful
sale for both buyer and seller. 26 North Yachts is at the forefront of
redefining how today's yacht sales are made. For more information about
26 North Yachts, call (954) 900-9988 or visit www.26northyachts.com.
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